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QUESTION 1

After the completion of the performance document, the employees profile is updated. The HR user wants to be able to
identify the source of the ratings that appear in the employees profile. Which object helps a user distinguish between the
sources of the ratings? 

A. Content Type 

B. Content Section 

C. Instance Qualifier 

D. Content Item 

E. Content Library 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A specific goal from the goal library is added by a worker. Later, the HR specialist changes the status of the goal in the
goal library to "Inactive". How does the system behave when the goal status is saved? 

A. It successfully saves the status without affecting the worker\\'s goals and the goal is prevented from future copying. 

B. It throws an error saying "Insufficient Privileges". 

C. It deletes the goal from the worker\\'s goals and successfully saves the status. 

D. It completely deletes the goal from the system. 

E. It throws an error saying "Goal is already in use." 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A Human Resources Manager informs the Human Resource Specialist that an Incumbent Succession Plan needs to be
updated. The Human Resource Specialist is unable to find the Incumbent Succession Plan. What is the cause of this? 

A. The Human Resource Specialist is not the owner of the Succession Plan even though the data role of the Human
Resource Specialist allows him to search for the employee in the person management search. 

B. The Human Resource Specialist is one of the owners of the Succession Plan; however, the privacy of the plan is
Private. 

C. The Human Resource Specialist is one of the owners of the Succession Plan; however, the data role of the Human
Resource Specialist doesn\\'t allow him to search for the employee in person management search. 

D. The Human Resource Specialist is not the owner of the Succession Plan even though the privacy of the plan is
Public. 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

An HR specialist recently created a performance goal plan for his or her organization. Two new hires have joined the
organization after the existing goal plan was created and assigned. Employee 1 is required to have all the goals in the
existing goal plan. Employee 2 needs goals A1 and A2 in addition to the goals in the existing goal plan. Goals A1 and
A2 need to be added to the goal library. Which statement addresses these requirements? 

A. The HR specialist can assign Employee 1 to the existing goal plan, create a new goal plan with goals (A1 and A2)
from the goal library, and then assign the new goal plan to Employee 2. 

B. The HR specialist can create a new goal plan with goals from the existing goal plan, add goals A1 and A2 from the
goal library, and assign them to both the new hires. 

C. The HR specialist can add the eligibility criteria to new goals (A1 and A2) within the goal plan and assign both the
new hires to the existing goal plan. 

D. The HR specialist can add goals A1 and A2 to the goal library, add those goals to the existing goal plan, and then
add both the new hires to the goal plan. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

What are two reasons an employee cannot access a goal from the goal library while adding a goal? 

A. Goal plan assigned to the employee is not part of the current review period. 

B. Goal created in the library is outside the Start Date and Target Completion Date. 

C. Goal Library profile option is not enabled. 

D. The goal is not with Active status in the goal library. 

E. Goal Library is not available to the employee. 

Correct Answer: BD 
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